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Abstract—We compare convolutional codes and LDPC codes
with respect to their decoding performance and their structural
delay, which is the inevitable delay solely depending on the
structural properties of the coding scheme. Besides the decoding
performance, the data delay caused by the channel code is of
great importance as this is a crucial factor for many applications.
Convolutional codes are known to show a good performance while
imposing only a very low latency on the data. LDPC codes yield
superior decoding performance but impose a larger delay due to
the block structure. The results obtained by comparison will also
be related to theoretical limits obtained from random coding and
the sphere packing bound. It will be shown that convolutional
codes are still the first choice for applications for which a very
low data delay is required and the bit error rate is the considered
performance criterion. However, if one focuses on a low signalto-noise ratio or if the obtained frame error rate is the base for
comparison, LDPC codes compare favorably.

Keywords: Low-delay Data Transmission, Convolutional
Codes, Low-Density Parity-Check Codes, Progressive Edge
Growth, Belief Propagation.
I. I NTRODUCTION
Almost all communications systems require low data latency
as two or more users are interacting with each other. Speech
transmission over the telephone or interactive services on the
Internet are only two examples. Error correcting codes [1]
have to guarantee low error rates at reasonable signal-to-noise
ratios but they also cause a delay of information symbols due
to encoding, decoding, and due to the fact that for decoding of
one source symbol, a multitude of received symbols needs to
considered at the receiver. In the last decade, research in the
area of channel coding has been strongly focused on decoding
and design of LDPC codes [2], where especially the design
of long codes has drawn a lot of attention. LDPC codes are
already employed in communication standards like DVB-S2
[3] or IEEE 802.3an [4]. The codes used in these standards
are either long (n = 64800 and n = 16200, DVB-S2) or of
moderate length (n = 2048, IEEE 802.3an). Here, n denotes
the length of a block code. Also, some short codes of length
n ≤ 1000 have been included in standards (576 ≤ n ≤ 2304,
IEEE 802.16e [5]).
Convolutional codes are still very popular and also widely
used in communications standards. For example, convolutional
codes of rate 1/2 with 256 states are intended for channel
coding in the UMTS standard [6]. Besides turbo coding
schemes [7] with rather short interleavers, these codes are
one option for reliable transmission over several channels

defined in the UMTS standard, including the “speech channel”.
Reasons for this choice surely include the short delay imposed
by this type of codes.
We compare convolutional codes and LDPC codes with
respect to their decoding performance and the imposed delay1 .
For the LDPC codes we consider codes constructed by the
progressive edge growth (PEG) algorithm [8]. Comparison
of these codes to results of recent and current research on
channel coding [2], [9] leads to the conclusion that PEG codes
are an excellent choice for block codes of short to moderate
length. The decoding performance achieved by PEG codes
also compares favorably to the performance of standardized
codes of equal length, e.g. the channel code of rate R = 1/2
and length n = 576 which is applied in the IEEE 802.16e
standard, cf. [10]. The convolutional codes [11] investigated in
this work are chosen in such a way that they provide maximum
free distance [12]. In order to be able to compare the delays of
convolutional codes and LDPC codes, we require LDPC codes
of short code lengths, and set n = ν ·50, ν = 1, 2, 4, 6, . . . , 20.
This paper shows how the tradeoff between low delay and
good error-correction performance can be adjusted for each
scheme and points out favorable schemes and codes for given
data delays. This work differs substantially from the results
presented in [13] and [14] as we consider the structural delay
as a performance criterion and investigate LDPC codes.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces
the used channel model, Section III defines the structural
delay and determines its value for the considered coding
schemes. Section IV specifies the investigated codes, Section
V discusses theoretical limits of the decoding performance
when the code length is specified. Section VI presents the
results of this comparison.
II. C HANNEL

MODEL

In this section the underlying channel model is described
and the transmitter and receiver are investigated. Time t is
expressed as multiples of Tb (time interval per bit) or Ts
(time interval per symbol), respectively, t = τb · Tb = τs · Ts ,
Tb > 0, Ts > 0, i.e. τb ∈ N, τs ∈ N are time indices without
dimension. Assume the presence of a source which generates
independent and identically-distributed binary source symbols
1 Turbo codes also obtain a very good decoding performance but use rather
large interleaver lengths, resulting in a comparably high structural delay. For
this reason, Turbo codes are not included in this comparison.
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Schematic representation of the transmission channel by a unit
imposing delay on the information symbols and an equivalent distortion
n′ [τb ].

with a data rate of 1/Tb bit
s and let u[τb ] denote the source
symbol observed at t = τb · Tb . A channel encoder accepts
a binary information symbol at a clock rate of 1/Tb and
presents encoded data symbols with a rate of 1/Ts symbol
s
(baud) at its output. We choose Ts = Tb · R to guarantee a
continuous data flow through the encoder. Here, R is the rate
bit
. Note
of the channel coding system with dimension symbol
that for simplicity we restrict our investigations to mapping
of the binary code symbols to antipodal channel symbols
(binary phase-shift keying, BPSK). Accordingly, the rate of the
modulation scheme equals 1. Figure 1 visualizes the coherence
between the operating frequencies Tb and Ts .
BPSK symbols are transmitted over a discrete-time AWGN
channel at a rate of 1/Ts baud. Note that the generalization
of the presented investigations to other modulation formats
is straightforward. The value x[τs ] denotes the transmitted
symbol at t = τs · Ts (point in time). Signaling without
intersymbol interference (ISI-free transmission) [15] over the
AWGN channel is assumed. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is
measured as 10 log10 (Eb /N0 ) where we follow the standard
notation. Hence, Eb denotes the average energy required to
transmit one bit of information and N0 denotes the one-sided
power density of the continuous-time white Gaussian noise.
The receiver detects and processes data at a rate of 1/Ts baud.
A channel decoder accepts these values and determines an
estimate û[τb ] of the encoded data. These values are passed
to the information sink with a rate of 1/Tb bit
s . Figure 1
and Figure 2 depict the used channel model as well as a
schematic representation using a delay unit and equivalent
noise, respectively.
III. S TRUCTURAL

DELAY

When using channel codes, the constraints imposed on the
symbols within a codeword allow for error correction but also
delay each information symbol by a certain number of timesteps. In the following, we discuss the three most important
types of data transmission and determine the delay due to
the structure of the communications system. Additional delay
caused by limited performance of processing units is not considered in this paper. Thus, data processors with infinite clock
rates are assumed. We assume that symbol x[τs ] transmitted
at sampling instant τs is present at the receiver input within

the same sampling instant. However, we respect the fact that
the transmitter has to transmit one symbol after another at the
given clock rate 1/Ts .
Definition 3.1: Consider the data processing units in Figure
1. Assume that any symbol (information symbol or parity
symbol) can be transmitted from the output of a data processing unit to the input of the subsequent one within the
same sampling instant τb or τs , respectively. Note that this is
in particular assumed for the processing units transmitter and
receiver. Assume also that all mathematical operations can be
performed with unlimited processing speed. The number ∆ of
time-steps of duration Tb between the appearance of a symbol
at the source and its delivery to the sink is the structural delay
∆ of the considered coding scheme.
As stated above, we restrict our attention to the structural
delay which is a lower bound on the actual delay. This is a
consequence of the fact that the latencies due to processing
and wave propagation are not considered. The delay due to
wave propagation depends on the transmission setup and is
not a parameter of the communications system. According to
our experience, processing delays for convolutional codes with
up to 1024 states, decoded by the Viterbi algorithm, and block
codes of length n ≤ 1000, decoded by the belief-propagation
(BP) algorithm after 200 iterations, are of comparable scale.
Simulations on standard computers show that up to data
rates of 1 Mbit/s the structural delay and processing delay
lie in the same range. From these observations we conclude
that structural delay is already an important parameter and
the progress in microelectronics will further emphasize its
meaning. Moreover, structural delay is a feature of the coding
scheme itself, regardless of current and future ways of implementation. Assuming an infinite processor speed, as done
in this work, allows for a basic comparison unaffected by
the current state of progress in the field of microelectronics.
Detailed results regarding the coherence between structural
and processing delay will be presented in a subsequent paper,
currently in preparation.
In this section, we first discuss the structural delay of
block codes, denoted by ∆bc and then the structural delay
of convolutional codes, denoted by ∆cc .
A. Structural delay of block codes
We discuss the structural delay of [n, k, d] block codes of
rate R. One major drawback of block codes is the fact that
the decoder has to receive the whole codeword before it can
initiate the decoding process.
To provide guidelines for a multitude of practical implementations, we investigate three transmission scenarios.
1) Serial processing and non-systematic encoding: In the
case of non-systematic encoding and serial processing of the

input data, the transmitter cannot start the transmission before
the encoder has access to all k = R · n information symbols
which are accepted at a clock rate of 1/Tb . On the receiver
side we assume that the estimates of the information symbols
are generated serially in the same order as they were presented
to the channel encoder.
In order to emphasize basic coherences, the transmission of
one single codeword is analyzed. An information symbol presented to the encoder at sampling instant τb∗ , τb∗ ∈ {1, . . . , k},
is not processed before k − 1 − (τb∗ − 1) further information
symbols are readily available. Its corresponding estimate encounters a delay of τb∗ − 1 time-steps of duration Tb at the
decoder as τb∗ − 1 symbols are depleted before the current
symbol of interest. This sums to a delay of k − 1 = Rn − 1
time-steps of duration Tb . Furthermore each symbol is delayed
for n time-steps of duration Ts (n · Ts = n · R · Tb ) due to
transmission of the codeword at a clock rate of 1/Ts . This
adds to a total structural delay of
∆bc,sp = 2Rn − 1
time-steps of duration Tb for serial processing and nonsystematic encoding of block codes of length n.
2) Serial processing and systematic encoding: If one applies systematic encoding, the delay can be lowered as the
transmission can start before the whole source-word, consisting of k symbols, is available at the channel encoder. In
this case we assume that the generator matrix consists of
an identity matrix within the first k columns. This means
that in each block all information symbols are transmitted
at the beginning. As soon as this is accomplished, all parity
symbols are assumed to be readily available for transmission.
We can start the transmission of the information symbols
when n · R · ε source symbols are present. Here, ε is a factor
depending on the rate of the channel code. We are interested
in a continuous transmission. To this end, let us consider the
transmission of the ε-th part of a block of k source symbols.
This incident requires n · R · ε time-steps of length Ts . To
avoid discontinuation, the ε-th share of the remaining source
symbols, i.e. n · R · (1 − ε) · ε source symbols have to be
generated by the source during transmission of ε · n · R source
symbols. As the source requires a time-step of length Tb to
generate a source symbol,
n · R · (1 − ε) · ε · Tb = n · R · ε · Ts
has to hold. Thus,
n · R · (1 − ε) · ε · Tb = n · R · ε · R · Tb
needs to be true. The non-trivial solution of this equation reads
ε = 1 − R. The structural delay of all these symbols can
be calculated the following way. Let τb∗ , τb∗ ∈ {1, . . . , k},
indicate the sampling instant in which a source symbol of
interest has been generated. Using a block code of rate R, the
whole codeword is available at the receiver at t = n · R · (1 −
R)·Tb +n·Ts = n·R·(1−R)·Tb +n·R·Tb = n·R·(2−R)·Tb .
To this point, the delay of each source symbol is dependent
on its position and adds up to n · R · (2 − R) − τb∗ timesteps of duration Tb . Now consider that the delay for depleting

the decoder imposes another delay of (τb∗ − 1) time-steps of
duration Tb . The overall structural delay for serial processing
and systematic encoding does not depend on τb∗ and is given
by
∆bc,ssp = ((2 − R) · R · n − 1)
time-steps of duration Tb .
3) Block (Parallel) Processing: Let us consider the special
case of block processing. Here, we assume that the whole
source-word is available at the channel encoder within one
sampling instant, i.e. parallel processing. We also assume that
these blocks can be passed to the sink within one sampling
instant. This assumption is relevant if the data is taken from a
very fast memory and passed to such a device at the receiver
side. Note that one does not have to distinguish between nonsystematic and systematic encoding in this case and obtains a
delay of n time-steps of duration Ts . Block processing can be
modeled by letting Tb → 0 while keeping Ts constant. In this
1
case the delay is denoted as multiples of R
· Ts . One obtains
∆bc,bp = R · (n − 1)

1
time-steps of duration R
· Ts . This value represents the lowest
possible delay for block codes.

B. Structural delay of convolutional codes
Encoding a convolutional code is usually realized by a
tapped delay line (TDL) consisting of delay units and binary
addition units. Let the number of delay units be given by
M = ld(|S|), where S denotes the set of possible memory
configurations (states) of the encoder, and the operator |·|
determines the cardinality of a set. When starting the encoding
process, the encoder is set to the zero state. If we do not take
the calculation time of the involved processors into account,
the encoded symbols are available at the encoder output as
soon as the first source bit is passed to the encoder. Note
that this is true for both recursive and non-recursive encoder
implementations for codes of rate R = 1/µ, µ ∈ N. Encoding
as well as mapping and transmission can be accomplished
within the same sampling instant τb as Ts = Tb · R is chosen.
Recapitulating, there is no structural delay when encoding a
convolutional code.
For decoding convolutional codes, either a maximumlikelihood symbol-by-symbol estimator (MLSSE) or a
maximum-likelihood sequence estimator (MLSE) is deployed
in the usual case. The MLSSE decoder is most efficiently
realized by the BCJR algorithm [16] which uses a recursive
forward and backward calculation of state probabilities to find
optimum a-posteriori probabilities for the transmitted symbols.
The BCJR decoder generates estimates for the information
symbols only, thus its output works at a data rate of 1/Tb bit
s .
It stores state probabilities in sampling instant τb determined
by recursive forward calculation as α[ν], ν = 0, . . . , k, and
those determined by backward calculation as β[ν]. Note that
the decoder therefore requires to be informed about the state
probabilities before the encoding of the sequence has started
and after this task has been completed, i.e. α[0] and β[k], as
well as the complete received sequence from τb = 1 to τb = k,

where k again denotes the length of the transmitted information sequence. Knowledge of α[0] and β[k] are ensured as it
is accepted that the encoder starts and terminates encoding in
the zero-state. The latter is accomplished by appending tail
bits to the sequence.
When using the BCJR decoder as described above, its structural delay equals the length of the transmitted information
sequence, k, due to backward calculation of β. In order to
achieve the lowest structural delay possible, we consider from
now on a decoding scheme which introduces a block structure
in the decoding process to estimate one symbol at a time
instead. A sliding window approach is used to single out a
sub-block of the data received during the whole transmission,
cf. [17]. By this means the decoding becomes suboptimal
but simulation results show that the performance is still very
close to the optimal case [18]. When using this method, the
vector β needs to be estimated at the current sampling instant.
For this reason we allow the decoder to access information
symbols and the corresponding parity information within a
window of length wβ in advance. In order to estimate the
source symbol transmitted at t = τb · Tb , it is sufficient to
know y[1] to y[τb + 1 + wβ − 1] which allows for accurate
estimation of β[τb ]. As all states are equally probable, the
entries in β[τb + wβ ] are chosen to be equal what allows for
estimation of β[τb ] to β[τb + wβ − 1] by backward recursion.
Using the estimation of β[τb ] it is possible to estimate û[τb ].
This method is known as the sliding-window BCJR [17, p.
133]. Its structural delay is significantly lower than the delay
of the standard method and amounts to wβ . Bear in mind that
wβ is a user-defined parameter. Also note that the delay is
constant for all transmitted symbols and further observe that
no case differentiation between serial processing and block
processing has to be accomplished. Considering the encoder
and the decoder of this transmission scheme, the structural
delay for convolutional codes adds up to ∆cc, BCJR = wβ .
Another option to decode a convolutional code is the Viterbi
decoder [19]. In this case, no backward recursion is required
but the structural delay of this decoder also equals the length
of the transmitted sequence, k, which is impractical in many
situations. Again, a window-based algorithm can be applied
which allows to select the optimal path through the trellis up to
time-step τb with high probability when the decoder has conducted a path estimation up time-step τb + wp [18]. Similar to
wβ in the BCJR case, wp denotes the number of time-steps for
which the decoder needs to have access to the corresponding
received values in advance to provide an accurate decision on
the current symbol. The structural delay when using a sliding
window Viterbi decoder results to ∆cc, Viterbi = wp . Both wβ
and wp are usually chosen as multiples of the constraint length
for non-recursive encoders [12], i.e. multiples of log2 (|S|)+1.
For the sake of simplicity, we will henceforth denote the delay
imposed by a convolutional code by ∆cc , regardless of the
decoder.
IV. I NVESTIGATED C ODES
For the sake of simplicity and in order to present exemplary
results of high relevance we restrict our comparison to codes

of rate 1/2. We compare convolutional codes and PEG optimized LDPC codes in terms of their structural delay and the
required SNR given as 10 log10 (Eb /N0 ) in order to obtain a
certain reliability. Both LDPC codes and convolutional codes
are widely used in communications standards and require to
perform well at low decoding delays.
A. Convolutional codes
We choose maximum free distance convolutional codes of
rate 1/2 [20], [12]. Table I shows the generator polynomials
g0,oct , g1,oct , of these codes in standard octal representation
[21] along with the number of states |S| and the free distance
dfree [12]. Codes with up to 210 states are taken into account.
TABLE I
G ENERATOR POLYNOMIALS , THE NUMBER OF STATES |S| AND THE FREE
DISTANCE dfree FOR THE CONVOLUTIONAL CODES OF RATE 1/2 USED IN
THE COMPARISON .

g0,oct
2
5
13
31
65
155
345
435
1671
2731

g1,oct
3
7
17
27
57
117
237
657
1233
2157

Number of states |S|
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
210

dfree
3
5
6
7
8
10
10
12
12
14

B. PEG-optimized LDPC codes
We study PEG-optimized block codes of rate 1/2 and length
n = ν · 50, ν = 1, 2, 4, 6, . . . , 20. As stated in Section I, these
codes represent an excellent choice for block codes within
this length. All codes are obtained from the same choice of
variable-node and check-node degree distribution pair. This
pair compares favorably to other degree distributions in terms
of decoding performance when constructing codes of lengths
up to n = 1000. The normalized degree distributions of the
variable nodes and check nodes from node perspective are
taken from [22] and given by
L(x) ≈ 0.504 · x2 + 0.296 · x3 + 0.057 · x5
+0.036 · x6 + 0.005 · x7 + 0.029 · x9
+0.065 · x11 + 0.008 · x12

R(x) = 1 · x7 .

(1)

This distribution was optimized for the AWGN channel by
Density Evolution. Note that the chosen degree distribution is
check-regular, i.e. R(x) is a polynomial with only one degree.
It is advantageous to construct PEG codes from a checkregular distribution as the check-node degree distribution is
not passed to the PEG algorithm but evolves during the
construction process. It can generally be stated that PEGoptimized LDPC codes exhibit a concentrated (almost regular)
check-node degree distribution [8].

In the following, we investigate the shortest cycle length
for each variable node of the PEG-optimized LDPC codes.
A cycle is closed-loop path in the Tanner graph [23] of the
code. The variable nodes of the codes with n ≤ 200 show
shortest cycles of length 4 and 6, whereas the variable nodes
of the codes with 300 ≤ n ≤ 1000 have shortest cycles of
length 6 and 8. This is due to the construction method of
PEG codes and the fact that all codes are based on the same
degree distribution. The minimum distance of this family of
codes was estimated by the methods in [24]. It was found that
it has a bad distance [2, Ch. 13].
V. T HEORETICAL

To assess our results more generally, we discuss theoretical
bounds on the power efficiency. The Gallager bound [25]
considers an ensemble of block codes of rate R and length n
and provides a tight upper bound on the expected frame error
rate (FER), where the expectation is taken over all codes in
the ensemble. For this reason it is also known as the random
coding bound. It flags aspired values on the power efficiency,
but, as it is based on random coding, realizations outperforming this bound may exist. Another bound considered in this
work is the sphere packing bound [26] which marks a lower
bound on the FER and is thus a non-existence bound on the
power efficiency.
We introduce a design parameter 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1. Upper bounds
on the ensemble-average FER are given by

(3)

where the random coding exponent
Er (R)= max max (E0 (ρ, Pr(X), 10 log10 (Eb /N0 )) − ρR) ,
and the Gallager function
E0 (ρ, Pr(X), 10 log10 (Eb /N0 )) =
 ∞
!1+ρ 
Z
Mx
X
1
−ld 
[fy (y | xi )] 1+ρ Pr(xi )
dy  ,
i=1

are defined as usual. Furthermore fy (y | xi ), i = 1, . . . , Mx ,
denotes the probability density function of the channel transition and Mx is the cardinality of the input alphabet. Note that
fy (y | xi ), i = 1, . . . , Mx , depends on 10 log10 (Eb /N0 ).
The Gallager bound is an existence bound stating that it is
possible to transmit information using block codes of finite
length n, given Er (R) > 0 and that a FER of up to exp(−n ·
Er (R)) is accepted. To use the random coding bound as a
comparative value in the following figures, we use Equation
(3) to determine the lowest SNR that allows to obtain the
desired FER when a code length n is specified. To this end

< 2n−k .

(4)

FER > PSPB (n, θ, A)
with
√
PSPB (n, θ, A) = Q( nA) +
π/2
nA2 Z
√
(n − 1)e− 2
√
(sin(φ))n−2 fn ( nA cos φ) dφ,
2π
θ

0≤ρ≤1 Pr(X)

−∞

i

For the considered values of length n and rate R we find
the largest d such that Equation (4) is still satisfied. Using
the estimated “average” minimum distance, we state BER ≈
d
n · FER.
Let us now present the sphere packing bound for the code
lengths and rates investigated. Again, we assume that a given
FER needs to be met. Similar technical modifications as for
the Gallager bound allow to present this bound for given BER
values. This bound shows the power efficiency that an optimal
coding scheme would require to meet the desired error rate and
thus marks a non-existence bound for block codes. Unlike the
channel capacity, this bound depends on the code length and
thus represents a tighter non-existence bound when n, R, and
FER (or BER, respectively) are specified. To obtain the results
presented in this paper we closely followed [28] and [29]. The
sphere packing bound is given by

(2)

where Pr(X) denotes the vector of probabilities of possible
channel inputs. Maximization over the design parameter ρ and
the vector Pr(X) leads to
E{FER} ≤ exp(−n · Er (R)),


d−2 
X
n−1
i=0

LIMITS

E{FER} ≤ e−n·(E0 (ρ,Pr(X),10 log10 (Eb /N0 ))−ρ·R) ,

we have to optimize the parameters ρ and 10 log10 (Eb /N0 )
at the same time. This is done by an iterative computer search
[27]. We also focus our attention on the case where a given bit
error rate (BER) needs to be met. As the considered bound
only provides values for the FER, we assume that randomcodes produce at most d bit errors in a wrong frame, where
d denotes an estimate on the minimum distance of a typical
random code from the considered ensemble. In order to find
d, we use the Gilbert-Varshamov-bound [1, p. 34],

where A =
fn (x) =

q

2Es
N0 ,

1
2

n−1
2

Z∞

Γ( n+1
2 ) 0

z n−1 e−z

2

/2+zx

dz, x ∈ R, n ∈ N.

Here, Q(·) denotes the complementary Gaussian error integral,
and Γ(·) denotes the Gamma function. In order to determine
θ we choose an approximation by finding a θ∗ that satisfies



Γ n2 (sin(θ∗ ))n−1
tan2 (θ∗ )

= 2−n·R .
1
−
√
∗)
n
2Γ n+1
π
cos(θ
2

For details on this bound we refer the reader to [26].
VI. R ESULTS

This section compares results for PEG-optimized LDPC
codes and convolutional codes in terms of decoding performance and imposed delay.

A. Convolutional codes
In order to estimate the performance of convolutional codes
over a wide range of delay values, we choose the window
lengths wβ and wp to multiples of the constraint length, f ·
(log2 (|S|) + 1), f ∈ {1, . . . , 5} for both the BCJR decoder
and the Viterbi decoder. This results in a structural delay of
∆cc = f · (log2 (|S|) + 1), f ∈ {1, . . . , 5}. It is known that
the decoding performance cannot be improved significantly
by choosing f > 5 [18]. Bear in mind that all positive integer
values would be possible choices for ∆cc , regardless of |S|.
However, most of these choices do not correspond to integer
values of the parameter f .
When measuring the BER and FER, we only take information symbols into consideration. For the FER we denote
the length of the frame on which the FER is measured by
LF . We measure the FER-performance for various lengths of
LF by recording the error gap distribution g[κ], κ = 1, . . . , k
in simulations. This distribution specifies the probabilities2
that there exist κ − 1 correctly decoded symbols between two
successive errors, what allows for calculation of the FER on
a frame of length LF by [30], [31]
!
LF
κ−1
X
X
1−
g[κ′ ] .
FER = BER ·
κ′ =1

κ=1

The BERs obtained by the convolutional codes are given
in Figure 3. To illustrate representative examples, the factors
f = 1 and f = 5 are chosen and the number of states was
set to |S| = 21 , 22 , . . . , 210 . The results were obtained by
the sliding-windows BCJR approach, which performs slightly
better than the Viterbi decoder. Results for the latter decoder
are not shown due to space limitations.
−1
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Fig. 3. BER for rate 1/2 convolutional codes with |S| = 21 to |S| = 210
states and f = 1 and f = 5, respectively. Results are obtained with a slidingwindow BCJR decoder.

and |S| which compare advantageous to other combinations.
Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b) depict the required signal-tonoise ratio (10 log10 (Eb /N0 )) to obtain BER = 10−5 and
FER = 10−3 , respectively, for all considered convolutional
codes and all considered choices of f when using the BCJR
decoder. Applying a Viterbi decoder instead of the BCJR
decoder leads to a similar result but slightly higher required
signal-to-noise ratio. These results are not shown due to
space limitations. For convolutional codes, a wrong decision
at the receiver may be caused by a very noisy reception of
the current symbol or the ∆cc symbols used for the stateestimation or path-estimation. Hence, a protocol of higher
order that initiates the retransmission of the erroneous part of
the stream (detected by e.g. an outer coding scheme) needs
to demand the retransmission of ∆cc symbols besides the
current one, what motivates us to set LF = ∆cc + 1 with
∆cc = f · (log2 (|S|) + 1).
Figure 4 provides the insight that there exist specific choices
for f and |S|, which are most advantageous to meet a given
error rate at a tolerated delay. That means that these pairs of
f and |S| meet the given constraints at an SNR that is lower
than the SNR required by all other combinations. As stated, the
Viterbi decoder leads to slightly poorer performance results.
Note that the BCJR decoder should in particular be preferred
when a given FER needs to be underrun despite the fact that
the Viterbi decoder is optimal for estimating a sequence. This
is due to the fact that only sub-blocks of the sequence which
are short compared to the whole sequence are considered for
decoding.
Example 6.1: Assume that one intends to meet BER =
10−5 and tolerates a delay of 8 time-steps Tb . At the receiver, a
sliding-window BCJR decoder is applied. Figure 4(a) indicates
that this is possible with a convolutional code with |S| = 21
states and a choice of f = 4. In this case, an SNR of at
least 10 log10 (Eb /N0 ) = 8.15 dB would be required. Another
choice to obtain ∆cc = 8 would be a 24 -state code. Here, the
delay is not a multiple of the constraint length; to be precise
f = 8/5 has to be chosen to obtain wβ = 8 for this code. The
required SNR is significantly lower, 10 log10 (Eb /N0 ) = 6.10
dB, as can be observed in Figure 4(a). Simulations for noninteger values of f confirm this value. The bold curve in Figure
4(a) shows that the optimal choice in this setting is a code
with |S| = 23 states, with f = 2, and a resulting SNR of
10 log10 (Eb /N0 ) = 5.85 dB.
Note that codes with a high number of states do not
necessarily outperform codes with a lower number of states
in this comparison. ∆cc = 8 and BER = 10−5 can also
be obtained using a code with |S| = 27 states and f = 1.
However, a higher SNR of 10 log10 (Eb /N0 ) = 6.12 dB is
required in that case.
B. Block codes

It is obvious that both f and |S| have a strong impact on
the decoding performance. As we aim at good performance
results when the delay is low, we determine pairs of f
2 In this context, probabilities are approximated by relative frequencies
obtained by simulation.

We discuss the performance of block codes, to be precise
LDPC codes, with respect to a given structural delay. Figure 5 shows performance results for PEG-optimized LDPC
codes which realize the degree distribution L(x) and closely
approach R(x), as well as theoretical bounds for all codes

codes does not depend on the construction process within
the considered error rates. To confirm this, ensembles of
codes of length n = ν · 50 with ν = 1, 2, 4, 6, · · · , 20 were
constructed with the PEG algorithm. All codes follow the
degree distribution L(x), but different seeds were used for
the random number generators involved in the construction
process. For each ensemble, simulation results show a strictly
concentrated performance within the error rates of interest.
Thus, the distinct choices of the random PEG process made
during the construction phase of the code show only very little
impact on the performance in all situations investigated within
this work.
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Fig. 5. Simulation results for the considered PEG-optimized LDPC codes
using a BP decoder and full-rank matrices of size (n − k) × n. At most
200 iterations per codeword were performed and code lengths n = ν · 50,
ν = 1, 2, 4, 6, . . . , 20 were considered. The capacity curve and the curve
entitled “Threshold for given degree distribution” mark the theoretical limits
for codes of rate and 1/2 and codes of rate 1/2 with degree distribution
L(x), R(x), respectively.

(b) FER = 10−3
Fig. 4. The required signal-to-noise ratio (10 log10 (Eb /N0 )) to obtain
BER = 10−5 or FER = 10−3 , respectively, with different convolutional
codes and different factors f is plotted over the structural delay. In all cases
the BCJR decoder was applied.

of rate 1/2 and codes realizing the given degree distribution.
All codes are decoded by a BP decoder performing at most
200 iterations on parity-check matrices of full rank and
size (n − k) × n. The number of iterations is chosen such
that a further increase of the number of iterations does not
improve the decoding performance of the considered codes
significantly. Again, only information symbols are considered
for calculating the BER and the FER. The depicted BER
corresponds to the case of systematic encoding. For nonsystematic encoding, a slightly worse BER but equal FER
are obtained. This is due to the post-processing step using a
dense generator matrix. In this case, the FER is measured
on the estimated source-words of length LF = R · n. As
the construction of a PEG code includes random decisions,
it is worth pointing out that the performance of the PEG

C. Comparison
Let us now compare convolutional codes to optimized
LDPC codes in terms of required SNR when both the structural delay and the required error rate are specified. Figure
6 shows the required SNR for given structural delay and
BER = 10−5 . Three types of processing and encoding
are considered, namely serial processing and non-systematic
encoding, serial processing and systematic encoding, as well
as block processing.
It is to observe that there is a significant gap between the convolutional codes and the PEG-optimized LDPC
codes. Considering the case that a BER of 10−5 at
10 log10 (Eb /N0 ) = 4 dB should be obtained, one would have
to accept a structural delay of 27 time-steps of duration Tb
for convolutional codes. In order to obtain this performance at
10 log10 (Eb /N0 ) = 4 dB, the most appropriate PEG code
imposes 211 time-steps of duration Tb for serial processing and non-systematic encoding, 118 time-steps for serial
processing and systematic encoding, and 79 time-steps of
duration Tb when block processing is applied. It is to observe
that serial processing and non-systematic encoding leads to
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Performance comparison for BER = 10−5 of PEG-optimized LDPC codes and convolutional codes.

significantly poorer performance results when compared to
serial processing and systematic encoding. This does not only
result from the higher delay caused by the encoding, but also
from the post-processing with a dense matrix, what leads to a
high number of wrong bits in an erroneously decoded frame.
It is to observe that PEG-optimized LDPC codes can in
principle obtain the required BER at lower SNR. However,
significantly longer delays have to be accepted then. Considering again Figure 6 and comparing the results to theoretical
limits, it can be seen that the convolutional codes outperform
the Gallager bound (random-coding bound) and are even located left of the sphere packing bound when serial processing
is chosen. Possible explanations for this behavior include the
fact that convolutional codes do not obey a block structure
and, consequently, the sphere packing bound does not mark
a non-existence bound for them. Thus, we conclude that for
rate 1/2 and very low tolerated structural delay, block codes
cannot outperform convolutional codes in principle. Let us
now consider the performance of PEG codes with serial processing and systematic encoding in more detail. The optimized
LDPC codes approach the Gallager bound very closely for
short lengths. For moderate lengths of 200 ≤ n ≤ 1000, an
almost constant gap of approximately 0.6 dB to the Gallager
bound exists. The sphere packing bound is achieved by about
1.85 dB for n = 50 and around 1 dB for n = 1000.
Similar results are obtained when the FER is considered as
the measure of performance. Of course, here no performance
degradation is noticed when using non-systematic encoding
instead of systematic encoding. Due to space limitation, results
on the FER obtained with different transmission scenarios are
omitted.
D. Obtaining acceptable FERs for longer frames
So far, we have only considered frame lengths up to ∆cc +
1 = 56 for convolutional codes. In practical implementations,
superordinate protocols may consider more symbols as one

block. For that reason, we investigate the required signal-tonoise ratio to obtain a specified FER when 1 ≤ LF ≤ 500
is chosen. Again, we compare convolutional codes and block
codes. Considering convolutional codes and frames of lengths
LF ≤ 56, the choice of f and the code is given by the
precedent analysis. For LF > 56, we apply the convolutional
code with |S| = 1024 and f = 5. Recalling the results
presented in Figure 4 it is clear that this guarantees the best
possible choice of code from the set of given codes for each
value of LF . Concerning the block code, the parameters n and
k can easily be chosen to fit the requirements of a given frame
length LF . Figure 7 shows the required signal-to-noise ratio
to obtain a FER of 10−3 on frames of different length.
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Fig. 7. Required SNR to obtain FER = 10−3 on blocks of source symbols
of given length.

It can be observed in Figure 7 that the required SNR for
given FER rises with LF > 56 if convolutional codes are used.
This is reasonable, as from this point on the error-correction
performance of the code stays constant but the decoding task

becomes more and more complicated with increasing LF .
Thus, it is advantageous to use block codes if one is interested
in obtaining reasonable FERs on frames of higher length.
Nevertheless, convolutional codes are the first choice in this
scenario up to LF = 144 and LF = 181 when using the
Viterbi decoder and the BCJR decoder, respectively. For block
lengths of LF ≥ 145 and LF ≥ 182, respectively, block codes
are a reasonable choice as they provide the better decoding
performance.
Convolutional codes with BCJR decoding allow to obtain
FER = 10−3 at 10 log10 (Eb /N0 ) ≈ 2.57 dB for LF = 56.
LDPC codes need to exceed LF ≈ 200 to obtain this error rate
at equal or lower SNR. Consequently, there exists a decoding
gap within the range of 56 ≤ LF ≤ 200. Convolutional codes
with more than 210 states could be used to shift this gap to
higher values of LF . However, these codes are considered as
not being practical. It is a more desirable solution to close
this gap using block codes with optimized decoders. Reasons
for this include the fact that block codes with appropriate
parameters can be decoded with low computational effort.
First results on this topic were accomplished in [32] and [33].
Detailed investigations on codes of moderate length will be
presented elsewhere.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
We conclude this paper by stating that, despite of the significant progress within the last decade, block codes cannot keep
up with convolutional codes if a good decoding performance
and a very short structural delay are required at the same time.
However, if one allows for a higher structural delay, LDPC
codes can clearly outperform the considered convolutional
codes. LDPC codes are also advantageous when longer frames
are taken into account and the FER is the performance criterion
of interest. For practical implementations it is favorable to
use convolutional codes for applications requiring a very low
delay and PEG-optimized LDPC codes if very low SNRs are
required. PEG-optimized LDPC codes approach the bound
derived from the Gallager error exponent very tightly for
very short block lengths (n ≈ 50) and do not differ more
than 0.7 dB from it for n = 1000. When using block
codes, systematic encoding should always be preferred to
non-systematic encoding. The reasons for this are the lower
delay when the information symbols are transmitted at the
beginning of the codeword and the better error correcting
performance due to the absence of the post-processing step
using the generator matrix.
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